
1 # Stokes solver dictionary:
2 stokes_solver_parameters = {
3 "mat_type": "aij",
4 "snes_type": "newtonls",
5 "snes_linesearch_type": "l2",
6 "snes_max_it": 100,
7 "snes_atol": 1e-10,
8 "ksp_type": "preonly",
9 "pc_type": "lu",

10 "pc_factor_mat_solver_type": "mumps",
11 }
12
13 # Energy solver dictionary:
14 energy_solver_parameters = {
15 "mat_type": "aij",
16 "snes_type": "ksponly",
17 "ksp_type": "preonly",
18 "pc_type": "lu",
19 "pc_factor_mat_solver_type": "mumps",
20 }
21
22 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
23 # Viscosity calculation and Rayleigh number:
24 Ra = Constant(100.) # Rayleigh number
25 gamma_T, gamma_Z = Constant(ln(10**5)), Constant(ln(10))
26 mu_star, sigma_y = Constant(0.001), Constant(1.0)
27 epsilon = sym(grad(u)) # Strain-rate
28 epsii = sqrt(inner(epsilon,epsilon) + 1e-20) # 2nd invariant (with tolerance to ensure stability)
29 mu_lin = exp(-gamma_T*Tnew + gamma_Z*(1 - X[1]))
30 mu_plast = mu_star + (sigma_y / epsii)
31 mu = (2. * mu_lin * mu_plast) / (mu_lin + mu_plast)
32
33 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
34 # Updated solver:
35 stokes_solver = NonlinearVariationalSolver(stokes_problem, solver_parameters=stokes_solver_parameters, nullspace=

p_nullspace, transpose_nullspace=p_nullspace)
36 energy_solver = NonlinearVariationalSolver(energy_problem, solver_parameters=energy_solver_parameters)

Listing 3. Difference in Firedrake code required to reproduce viscoplastic rheology cases from Tosi et al. (2015) relative to our base case.

The linear part is given by an Arrhenius law (the so-called Frank-Kamenetskii approximation):525

µlin(T,z) = exp(−γTT + γzz), (37)

where γT = ln(∆µT ) and γz = ln(∆µz) are parameters controlling the total viscosity contrast due to temperature and depth,

respectively. The nonlinear component is given by:

µplast(ε̇) = µ? +
σy√
ε̇ : ε̇

(38)

where µ? is a constant representing the effective viscosity at high stresses and σy is the yield stress. The denominator of the530

second term in Equation (38) represents the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor. The viscoplastic flow law (Eq. 36) leads

to linear viscous deformation at low stresses and plastic deformation at stresses that exceed σy , with the decrease in viscosity

limited by the choice of µ?.

Although Tosi et al. (2015) examined a number of cases, we focus on one here (Case 4: Ra0 = 102, ∆µT = 105, ∆µy = 10

and µ? = 10−3), which allows us to demonstrate how a temperature-, depth- and strain-rate dependent viscosity is incorporated535

within Firedrake. The changes required to simulate this case, relative to our base case, are displayed in Listing 3. These are:

1. Linear solver options are no longer applicable, given the dependence of viscosity on the flow field, through the strain-

rate. Accordingly, the solver dictionary is updated to account for the nonlinear nature of our Stokes system (lines 2-11).

For the first time, we fully-exploit the SNES, using a setup based on Newton’s method ("snes_type": "newtonls") with a

secant line search over the L2-norm of the function ("snes_linesearch_type": "l2"). As we target a steady-state solution,540

an absolute tolerance is specified for our nonlinear solver ("snes_atol": 1e-10).
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